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C H A P T E R  9 .  B U I L D  A  P H O T O  S H A R I N G  
A P P  

Apps: “PhotoShare” 

 

 
In this chapter, you'll build an Instagram-like posting app with user 
login and dynamic data stored in a Google sheet. You’ll configure a 
template app for handling registration and login and you’ll learn 
how to build input forms that take user input and add it into a 
database. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Photo-sharing apps like Instagram are representative of dynamic data apps. The user can 
register and login, can view data from a database, and can input data that gets placed in that 
database. Such apps are sophisticated and have traditionally not been within the realm of the 
novice coder.  

Thunkable and other visual tools have evolved and now dynamic data apps can be built by 
novices. This is a huge development in the history of software development and you are about 
to become one of the pioneers! 

In previous chapters, you worked with an app that displays data from a spreadsheet database 
(Meet My Classmates in Chapter 6) and one that generates data (the MathBlaster app in 
Chapter 8). In this chapter, you’ll take the next step and learn how to manage the users of an 
app and how to build forms in which the user’s entries are placed in the database. With what 
you learn, you’ll be armed with a new super-power in app building. 

T R Y  T H E  L O G I N - P R O F I L E  A P P  

You could build registration and login screens from scratch with Thunkable, but since such 
screens are similar for most apps, you can make use of a template that your author has created. 

• Open the “Login and Profile”  template app in Thunkable—you can find the link at 
https://draganddropcode.com/thunkchapter9/. 

• Try the template app. Test the app on your phone-- it must be tested on a device! 
 
Click the “Login” button, then the “Sign Up” button in the top-right corner. Provide a 
real email, as the app will send a verification message. 
 
Check your email and click on the verification link. Then login to the app and check out 
the different tabs. You can view all registered users and edit your profile, including 
adding a photo.  

M A K E  Y O U R  O W N  L O G I N - P R O F I L E  A P P  

You can use the template to start any app that needs user registration, login, and profile 
functionality. Click on “Copy Project” from the template app to get your own copy of the “Login 
and Profile” app.  

The app works with two external tools. Firebase is used to manage user accounts and login, and 
Cloudinary is used for storing images.  You need to create your own account with these tools 
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and configure some settings in the app before your copy of the app will work. Don’t be afraid—
you can quickly and easily get free accounts at both Firebase and Cloudinary and configure 
your app.  

Once you do that, you’ll also need to tweak some blocks so that your Google sheet is used 
instead of the original. The good news is you can complete the work in about 30 minutes 
following the instructions in this chapter. Once you’ve set things up, you’ll have your own 
version of the Login-Profile app that can be used as a starter for all of your apps requiring user 
login. 

Connect your app to Firebase for User Registration and Login 

Firebase is a Google cloud database tool. One service it provides is registration and login 
management, including storage of user information and email verification for new users. 
Firebase is not specific to Thunkable-- you can connect web and mobile apps built with any 
language to it. Thunkable provides an easy-to-use connection to Firebase and blocks to 
facilitate registration and login. 

• If you don’t have one, sign up for a free account at Firebase.com 

• Create a new Firebase project, you’ll be prompted for a name. 

• Disable the Google Analytics. 

• Firebase provisioning will take a few seconds, just wait. 

• Create a Firebase “app” as a web app. Even though you are building a mobile app, you 
need to create your Firebase project as a web app (Thunkable is actually the web app 
that makes the connection). The dialog in Figure 9.1 will appear for creating an app 
within your Firebase project: 

Figure 9.1. Choose the “web” icon for your “app” within Firebase  
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• Provide Firebase with a nickname for your app (it can be the same as the project name). 
Do not choose “hosting” option. Click “register app” then continue to console. 

• Set up user authentication. Click “Authentication” and “get started”. In the “sign-in 
method” tab, enable “Email/password” but not “email link”. 

• The final step is to add one Firebase setting, the “ApiKey” into your Thunkable app. At 
Firebase, choose “Project settings” and copy the API key as shown in Figure 9.2: 
 

Then paste that ApiKey into your Thunkable app: at Thunkable, choose the settings icon in 
the left menu, then scroll down to find Thunkable’s Firebase setting, as shown in Figure 9.3: 

Figure 9.2. Copy the ApiKey from your Firebase project (without quotes) 

Figure 9.3 Connect your Thunkable App to your Firebase project  
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That’s it—your app is now configured to work with your Firebase project. 

CONNECT YOUR APP TO CLOUDINARY TO STORE PROFILE IMAGES 

Cloudinary is a cloud tool for storing images and sound clips. You upload your files there and 
get a URL to access each. Thunkable provides blocks that allow your apps to also store media at 
Cloudinary. Cloudinary’s free accounts provide a decent amount of storage, so it’s a great tool 
to use while you’re developing an app. The Photo-sharing app you’re building will store all of 
the images input by the user at Cloudinary. 

• Register for a free account at cloudinary.com. That site will store the images that your 
users post. 

• The Cloudinary dashboard has three settings that need to be input as settings in your 
Thunkable app, as shown in Figure 9.4: 
 

• At Thunkable, choose project settings in the left panel and scroll down to find the 
Cloudinary settings. Copy the information from your Cloudinary dashboard into the 
corresponding settings 

That’s it—your app is now configured to store images at Cloudinary. 

Create A Google Sheet for Profile Info 

The template app uses a spreadsheet, UserProfileDD, owned by the template app’s creator, 
yours truly David Wolber. The spreadsheet stores username, email, description, and pic for 
each user. Since you don’t own the sheet—I do--you have to create your own Google sheet and 
modify your copy of the app to connect to your sheet. 

Figure 9.4. Copy the Cloudinary properties into your Thunkable app settings.  
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• Create a Google sheet with a single row with the column headings “username”, “email”, 
“description” and “pic”, as shown in Figure 9.5. Your column names must be exact. 
Name your sheet UserProfiles. 

• In Thunkable, add a new data source and select the spreadsheet you just created. Don’t 
delete the data sources that are already in the project (you’ll end up deleting 
UserProfilesDD and keeping “RecentProfilesFirst” but leave both for now). 

Modify the Blocks to Use Your sheet    

There are numerous blocks in the Login, Registration, Profile, and AllUsers screens that refer 
to the original spreadsheet, UserProfileDD. You need to change those blocks so that the data 
source is the new one you just created, instead of the original. Be careful, this is the super 
important tricky part. When you change the data source in the blocks, the parameters get 
modified and you’ll need to fix them.  Consider, for instance, the blocks in Figure 9.6 

Figure 9.5. Create a Google Sheet with a single row and these exact 
headings  

Figure 9.6. Modify the LoginButton.Click blocks  
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The block to “get value from” refers to “UserProfileDD”, the original spreadsheet. Select the 
triangle next to “UserProfileDD”, and choose your spreadsheet (UserProfile). When you make 
this switch, Thunkable may choose a different column instead of “username. If it does, just re-
select “username” as the column. 

The when LoginScreen.Opens event handler blocks also need to be changed, as shown in 
Figure 9.7: 

Be sure and modify the five rows so that “UserProfiles” is used instead of “UserProfilesDD”, 
and re-select the columns to make sure they are the same as in Figure 9.7. 

Figure 9.7. Modify the LoginScreen.Opens blocks  
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The RegistrationScreen blocks, shown in Figure 9.8, also need to be changed: 

When you change “UserProfileDD” to your spreadsheet, the parameter blocks may pop out of 
the slots. Just carefully re-plug the blocks so they look exactly like the above (other than 
replacing “UserProfile” for the “UserProfileDD”. 

Finally, make two changes in the ProfileScreen, as shown in Figure 9.9: 

Figure 9.8. Modify the RegistrationScreen blocks  

Figure 9.9. Modify the ProfileScreen blocks (1)  
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and Figure 9.10: 

In each case, be careful to set the blocks exactly as in the above images (changing only 
“UserProfileDD” to “UserProfiles”). 

Test the App 

Test your version of the app on your device. Click on “Login” then “Sign Up and enter your 
email and a password to register. If things work, you should receive an email to verify the 
email. Open the email sent to you, click the link to verify, and then you should be able to login. 

If you don’t receive a verification email and can’t login, trouble shoot by going to your Firebase 
console and checking if a new user has been added. If not, check the Firebase settings in your 
Thunkable app—the “ApiKey” must be set correctly. 

After registering, there should be a new row in your Google sheet with your information. If a 
row hasn’t been added to the spreadsheet, check that all the blocks in the app refer to your new 
data source and have the proper column settings as shown in the examples above. 

If you have issues and need to reset, you can remove users from Firebase as well as your 
spreadsheet. Be sure and keep the information at Firebase compatible with that in the 
spreadsheet--if there is one user at Firebase, there should be one row in the spreadsheet with 
an email the same as the Firebase user.  

Once you successfully register/login, test the Profile screen. If you have trouble setting an 
image for the profile, check your Cloudinary settings within Thunkable. 

When you get the app working, remove the AllUserScreen as you probably don’t want that in 
your app. The LandingScreen is what appears when the app launches. You can either have the 

Figure 9.10. Modify the ProfileScreen blocks (2)  
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LoginScreen appear as that first page, or modify the LandingScreen with your own media and 
text.  

Save the app as your own “Login and Profile” template, then you can copy it each time you 
want to create a new app with login (you’ll do that for the photo sharing app in the next 
section). 

C R E A T E  T H E  P O S T S  S P R E A D S H E E T  

The “Login and Profile” app you just created is a starter app for any project that requires user 
login. In this section, you’ll build an Instagram-like posting app that builds upon the “Login 
and Profile” app.  

You already have a spreadsheet and data source for user profile information, but you need a 
different sheet to store your posts. Different apps allow the user to post different types of 
information. For this app, focus on an Instagram-like posts with a single image and a caption. 
You’ll also add a column to identify the user and to timestamp the post.  

Create a Google sheet named “PostsSheet” with the first row column headings as shown in 
Figure 9.11 

Also, add at least one more row as sample data for the app. The caption can be any text, the 
picURL should be a URL pointing directly to an image file), the user should be an email of a 
test user (you), and the date can be any text for now. For the image file, you can manually 
upload it to your Cloudinary.com account and copy the URL Cloudinary assigns for it.  

If you’d rather use a sample sheet, go to https://bit.ly/postSheet and make a copy of it. Be sure 
and modify the “user” to be your email instead of mine. 

S H O W  P O S T S  O N  H O M E  P A G E  

In Thunkable, add a data source for your “PostsSheet” spreadsheet just as you did to add your 
“UserProfiles” sheet. Then, on the HomeScreen, add a Label with the text “Recent Posts” and a 
Data Viewer Grid below it. In the properties for the Data Viewer Grid, connect it to the 
“PostsSheet”, choose the view with a title, image, and subtitle, and then map those to the 

Figure 9.11. Create a Google Sheet with a single row and these exact headings  
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“caption”, “picURL” and “user” columns of the spreadsheet, respectively. The settings should 
look like those in Figure 9.12: 

Test your app 

Test the app on your device. Does your sample data appear in the Data Viewer Grid? 

C R E A T E  A N  I N P U T  F O R M  F O R  P O S T I N G  

Input forms consist of text inputs and image uploading widgets. Create a screen named 
“PostScreen” as shown in Figure 9.13: 

 

Figure 9.12. Map the Data_Viewer to the Posts sheet  
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The PostScreen has an Image named PreviewImage for displaying the image  chosen by the 
user, a ChoosePhotoButton to provide access to the photo chooser on the device, a TextInput 
named CaptionText_Input, and a SubmitButton.  

Once you’ve designed the PostScreen, modify the HomeScreen to provide access to it. Add a 
button with a “+” on it on the HomeScreen and add blocks so that clicking on the button opens 
your new PostScreen. 

The behavior of the PostScreen form should be as follows: the user should choose a photo and 
see it previewed in the Image component. The user should then enter a caption and click 
“Submit”. If both an image has been chosen and a caption input, the app should upload the 
image to Cloudinary, add a new row to the spreadsheet, and navigate back to the HomeScreen. 

Figure 9.13. The PostScreen should have an Image, two buttons and a TextInput  
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Thunkable’s “File” folder provides blocks for accessing the Photo Chooser and storing files at 
Cloudinary, as shown in Figure 9.14: 

The blocks in the left are the ones in the “Files” folder. The two on the right are advanced 
versions of two of those blocks. Blocks that access system tools come in simple and advanced 
form—you get the advanced form by control-clicking the block and selecting “Show Advanced 
Block”. You’ll generally want the advanced blocks, as they provide information about errors 
and user cancellations, and they provide a “do” slot so you can specify blocks that should only 
happen once the function completes.  

Consider, for instance, the image from photo library block shown in Figure 9.14. That block 
opens the device’s photo chooser and allows the user to pick an image. The advanced block 
returns three output parameters when the user finishes with the photo library. The photo is the 
image the user chose, if one was chosen. was cancelled is true if the user cancelled the photo 
choosing operation. error is text that is non-empty if something went wrong.  

Figure 9.14. Functions in the File folder (left) and advanced versions (right)  
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Figure 9.15 shows the blocks for the when ChooseImageButton.Click event handler that use 
the advanced version of image from photo library: 

After image from photo library is called, the error is checked. If there is one, it is put into a 
label so the user knows there was an issue with the Photo Library. Otherwise the “else” branch 
is taken and the was cancelled is checked with a nested if. If the operation wasn’t cancelled, the 
PreviewImage.Picture set with the chosen photo.  Examine the code in Figure 9.15 closely—if-
else branches can be nested to arbitrary levels. As your software gets more complicated with 
more artificial intelligence, you’ll define more complex and nested conditional blocks.  

The second key event handler for the PostScreen is when SubmitButton.click. You’ll once 
again use an advanced block, the one for url from uploaded file, which gets renamed to 
uploaded file in its advanced form. Figure 9.16 shows the blocks: 

Figure 9.15. Open the Photo Library and store the user’s choice in PreviewImage  
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The blocks first perform some data verification to make sure the user has indeed entered both 
a caption and an image. If so, the blocks call upload file, which sends the given file to 
Cloudinary. If you haven’t set your app’s Cloudinary settings correctly an error will occur, and 
the blocks display the error in StatusLabel. If the settings are correct, the file is stored at 
Cloudinary and a URL returned. The blocks then call create row to create a new spreadsheet 
row. The url returned from upload file is set as the picURL. The “created” slot is filled with a 
timestamp generated from calling a function get time stamp. That function, which you’ll need 
to define, calls functions from the Device folder to access current date information.  

The blocks  place a URL from Cloudinary into the picURL column. Placing the data into the 
cloud and getting a URL for it is key, as local file references, like the photo returned from the 
photo chooser, have no meaning in a multi-user app—one user can’t access files on another 
user’s device. Thus, upload file is used to put the image in the cloud and get a URL for it. Any 
user can then use the returned URL, stored in the spreadsheet, to access the photo.  

There are two additional bookkeeping tasks the app must perform. First, the StatusLabel is 
used to report errors. If the user, for instance, tries to click “Submit” before entering a caption, 
an error message is placed in that label. Since the message shouldn’t appear forever, it needs to 
be blanked out. This is already done at the top of when ChooseImageButton.Click  (see 
Figure 9.15). You can also make it so that the label is blanked out when the user clicks within 
the CaptionTextInput, as shown in Figure 9.17: 

 

Figure 9.16. Upload the photo to Cloudinary and add a row to spreadsheet  
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A second bookkeeping task involves the list of posts that appears when the user is returned to 
the HomeScreen. A new post has been added in the spreadsheet, and you want that extra item 
to appear in HomeScreen’s Data Viewer Grid. To facilitate this, add a call to 
Data_Viewer_Grid1.RefreshData in when HomeScreen.Opens, as shown in Figure 9.18: 

The HomeScreen.Opens is triggered the first time the screen is opened, and when it is returned 
to. When the user returns there after posting something, the blocks in Figure 9.18 result in the 
updated data appearing. 

Test the app 

Test your app on a device. Login and then post something. Does your entry appear back on the 
HomeScreen? Also test that the app works correctly when the user (1) doesn’t enter an image 
or a caption before clicking the SubmitButton, and 2) chooses “Cancel” in the Photo Chooser. 

Finally, get access to another device (call a friend!) and have them test the app as well. 
Remember, you are building a sharing app, so users should see each other’s posts! 

D I S P L A Y  M O S T  R E C E N T  F I R S T  

If you have successfully got a photo-sharing app working, congratulations! But with coding 
there are always more details. You may have noticed that the posts appear in the Data Viewer 
Grid in the same order as the spreadsheet, which has the oldest posts at top. For a photo 
sharing app, you probably want the most recent posts at the top instead. Unfortunately, 
Thunkable doesn’t provide a property in Data Viewer Grid to change the order that the rows 
appear (or to filter so that only some rows are shown).  

Figure 9.17. Blank out the StatusLabel when the user begins typing a caption  

Figure 9.18. Refresh the Data Viewer Grid when HomeScreen (re-) opens  
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There is a work-around that works for re-ordering and can also be used to filter data (which 
you’ll see later). The work-around involves creating another spreadsheet and copying rows 
from the original sheet into it. As you copy, you can reorder and filter out rows. 

The first step is to create a new spreadsheet. Choose the Data Sources icon in the left panel, 
select the “+” to add a new one, and “Create New” You’ll be given the choices shown in Figure 
9.19: 

You could create another Google sheet or use a sheet from cloud tools Airtable or Webflow. But 
in this case, choose “Create your own table”, which creates a Thunkable-controlled table local 
to each user’s device. Name the table “RecentPostsFirst”. 

The table will appear with some sample columns. Change the column headings so that they’re 
the same as those in the “Posts” sheet: “caption”, “picURL”, “user”, and “created”. 

Next, change the mappings for the Data_Viewer_Grid1 on HomeScreen so that it maps to the 
“RecentPostsFirst” data source instead of “Posts”. You’ll also need to reset the Title, Image, and 
Subtitle fields so that they again point to the “caption”, “picURL” and “created” columns as 
before. 

The most significant task is to add blocks in when HomeScreen.Opens to copy the rows of the 
spreadsheet from “Posts” to “RecentPostsFirst”, in reverse order  

Here is the algorithm: clear all of the rows of the “RecentPostsFirst” sheet each time, copy the 
columns of “Posts” into list variables, then loop through those lists in reverse order, adding a 
row to “RecentPostsFirst” each time.  

You can bring a column into an app’s memory—into a list variable—with the list of values in 
function found in the Data Sources folder.  Figure 9.20 shows the blocks: 

Figure 9.19 Choose “Create your own table” to create a Thunkable internal 
sheet  
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The blocks introduce four new list variables, and use list of values in to load them with the 
spreadsheet data. The code then loops through the lists, adding a new row of data for each 
item. 

 The count with loop is different than the ones you’ve seen earlier. It defines a counter variable 
“i” which doesn’t start at 1 as usual. Instead, it starts at the length of the captionList and counts 
downward each time. So if the spreadsheet has 7 items, i will start at 7 and decrement down to 
1. 

On each iteration, a new row is created in the second sheet. If there are 7 items, the 7th is placed 
in row 1, then the  6th in row 2, and so on,  until the new sheet has all the rows in reverse order.  

Test the App 

Test the app to see if the HomeScreen now has the most recent posts at the top.  

It took some work, but the good news is that the iteration code you used to reorder the data can 
also be used to filter the sheet and show, for instance, only posts from the logged in user.  

Figure 9.20. Copy the posts in reverse order into the second sheet  
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F I L T E R :  S H O W  O N L Y  U S E R ’ S  P O S T S  

The posting app you’ve built shows the posts for all users on the HomeScreen. Most apps also 
show filtered views of the data, e.g., the posts made by a particular user, or the posts for all 
followers of the logged in user. In this section, you’ll build a screen that shows the posts for the 
logged in user. 

Create a new Screen named MyPostsScreen. Add a Data_Viewer_Grid to it and map the grid to 
the “RecentPostsFirst” data source, mapping fields to columns as you did on the HomeScreen. 

Open HomeScreen and copy the blocks within its  Opens event handler, then paste them into 
the PostsScreen blocks in when MyPostsScreen.Opens. After pasting the blocks, add an “if” 
so that only the rows that were posted by the current user are copied over into 
“RecentPostsFirst”. Figure 9.21 shows the blocks: 

The blocks use the list variables defined in the HomeScreen, and define an additional variable, 
“authorEmail”, to hold the email of the author of each post. As each post is examined, if its 
author is the same as the logged in user’s email, stored in stored variable email, then the row is 
created in “RecentPostsFirst”. 

Figure 9.21. Copy the posts in reverse order into the second sheet  
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S U M M A R Y  

You didn’t build a full Instagram app—there are no followers or stories and there are hundreds 
of other details still to be added. But take a moment to contemplate what you did learn in this 
chapter: you now have the know-how to build a sophisticated app with users and dynamic 
data! 

C O N C E P T U A L I Z E  

1. For the PhotoSharing app, why is it important to store the file of the photo taken at 
cloudinary? 

2. What block is used to add new data into a spreadsheet?  

3. Explain why the additional spreadsheet “RecentPostsFirst” is needed in the Photo Sharing 
App. 

4. Describe the purpose of the list of values in block used in the code of Figure 9.21. What does 
it return? 

C U S T O M I Z E  

1. Modify the timestamp attached to each post so that the hour and minute are included, e.g., 
“5/11/22 at 3:27 pm”. You’ll need to modify the “getTimeStamp” function shown in Figure 9.16. 

2. Allow the user to take the picture to be posted, as an alternative to choosing from Photos. 
Use the photo from camera block in the “Camera” folder, and right-click to use the “Advanced 
Version”.  You should still place the picture in the cloud, just as you do when its chosen instead 
of taken. 

C R E A T E  

1. You can now create posting apps with data and input forms. Think of a way to make use of 
this power in your life by building an app for your class, sports team, or friend group. 

2. Add users and a high score list to one of the game apps you built in Chapter 7. You’ll need to 
re-build the app starting with the “Login and Profile” template, and you’ll need a spreadsheet 
to store user’s scores. 

Share your creative apps with your authors and other Drag and Drop coders: 
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• Use #DragAndDropCode and #MadeWithThunkable on your social media platforms. 

• @ us at @DragAndDropCode on Twitter and Instagram. 


